Effects of the head lift exercise and neuromuscular electrical stimulation on swallowing muscles activity in healthy older adults: a randomized pilot study
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Purpose: Swallowing physiology exhibits several changes in advanced ages. The present study aimed to investigate and compare effects of a period of the head lift exercise (HLE) and neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) on swallowing muscles activity in healthy elderly.

Patients and methods: A total of 23 older adults were randomized to either the HLE or NMES group for ten therapy sessions. They received pre- and post-therapy surface electromyography (sEMG) during water swallowing.

Results: For the HLE group, duration of suprahyoid muscles activity was significantly reduced at post-intervention compared to pre-intervention (p=0.036). Moreover after treatments, duration and latency between onset and peak amplitude of suprahyoid muscles activity was significantly shorter in the HLE group compare to the NMES group (respectively, p=0.007 and p=0.003).

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that the HLE, against the NMES, may be effective in reducing some aging effects on the suprahyoid muscles activity, especially in elders who demonstrate prolonged duration and latency between onset and peak of the suprahyoid muscles activity during swallowing.
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Introduction
The process of physiological aging is associated with a decline in structure and function.¹,² Age-related changes cause incoordination of muscle activity³,⁴ and impair functional performance.⁵ Swallowing physiology has also been reported to exhibit several changes in advanced ages, including a longer delay in triggering the pharyngeal swallow,⁶–⁸ slower pharyngeal contraction wave,⁶ reduced maximum vertical and anterior hyoid movement during swallows,⁶,⁹ and less width of cricopharyngeal opening.⁶,¹⁰ Furthermore, the electromyographic (EMG) studies have shown an increase in duration of swallowing muscles activity,¹¹–¹³ and in swallowing variability,¹¹,¹⁴ with increasing age. A decline in amplitude of EMG activity of the submental muscle group during volitional swallows has also been reported in the advanced ages.¹¹ These physiologic changes in deglutition along with age-related diseases put the older individuals at higher risk of developing dysphagia.⁶ Epidemiologic studies have shown that the prevalence of oropharyngeal
and also aspiration pneumonia increases with advancing age. Roy et al reported dysphagia in 37.6% of elderly who live independently.17 Moreover, clinical signs of dysphagia have been reported in 55% of community dwelling older adults admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of pneumonia. The prevalence of malnutrition and mortality at 30 days and 1-year follow-up have also been shown to be higher in the admitted patients who demonstrated signs of dysphagia.15

Decreased hyolaryngeal excursion, due to weak muscles, can decrease swallowing safety by increasing the risk of aspiration and have been commonly reported among patients with dysphagia and also asymptomatic older adults.6,10 The suprahyoid muscles, including the digastrics, geniohyoid, mylohyoid, and stylohyoid muscles, have been shown to elevate the hyolaryngeal complex in a superior and anterior pattern during swallowing.20 This movement facilitates opening the upper esophageal sphincter (UES) during swallowing.21 Considering this well recognized contribution of submental muscle activity to elevation of hyolaryngeal complex and opening of the UES, the clinical techniques have focused on strengthening the submental muscles.10,21–23

One of the most famous techniques in this field is the head lift exercise (HLE), commonly known as the Shaker exercise, which was introduced to strengthen the suprahyoid muscles in dysphagic patients.10,19,24

Previous research has shown that after 6 weeks of the HLE, asymptomatic older adults and also patients with dysphagia demonstrate a significant increase in anterior laryngeal14,10,19 and hyoid bone14 excursion and in UES opening.14,10,19,25 Post-swallow aspiration has also been reported to be significantly decreased following completion of the exercise regimen.19,25 With these promising findings, the HLE was recommended to prevent or diminish the swallowing changes in the advanced ages.4 Researches and clinical experiences, however, show that completing the HLE period can be difficult for patients and even for healthy older adults. Neck soreness, dizziness and fatigue are introduced as reasons for discontinuation of the regimen.1 Moreover, back pain and cervical spine conditions may limit performance of the exercise. Easterling et al reported that about one fourth of the healthy elderly withdrew from participation in the exercise program, generally in the first 2 weeks. They also demonstrated that only 50% and 70% of their participants attained the isokinetic and isometric goals of the HLE exercise, respectively.1 Therefore, some researchers were encouraged to develop easy-to-perform exercises which can result in positive effects comparable to those of the HLE.

In addition to voluntary muscle contractions, neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) can also induce muscle strengthening30 and improve muscle function in the elderly.31 The use of NMES to improve swallowing function has received increasing attention in the last few decades. It has been shown to be safe and well tolerated by most patients.32,33 Several NMES protocols have been studied to enhance the swallowing function in patients with swallowing disorders.32–34,35–37 Some studies have also explored how biomechanical aspects of swallowing are affected by NMES in healthy participants.18,38,39

The HLE and most NMES protocols were designed to strengthen the suprahyoid muscles.4,10,19,35 However, against NMES which is well tolerated by most individuals,32,33 performing the HLE has been found to be challenging specially for the elderly.1,19,26 To explore an effective and easy to perform alternative to the HLE, therefore, the present study aimed to investigate and compare the effects of a period of suprahyoid muscles’ NMES and a similar period of the HLE on swallowing muscles activity in healthy elderly. We hypothesized that the same period of NMES training and the HLE exercise would result in comparable gains in function of swallowing muscles. If the equal gains are observed following the NMES protocol, it will be recommended to those older individuals who find the HLE physically challenging. Moreover although gains in some biomechanical aspects of swallowing function were documented following the HLE4,10,19,25 and NMES training,18,33,35,37 their effects on the neuromuscular parameters of the swallow are less studied.18,26,40,41 Knowing the exact effects of both the HLE and NMES on swallowing neuromuscular characteristics would provide insights into the future directions of management and prevention of swallowing disorders.

Materials and methods

Participants

A total of 108 community dwelling older adults who attended a health care center to receive routine elderly medical care were interviewed in order to assess for eligibility to participate in this pilot clinical study. The volunteers were included if they desired to involve in such a health program and didn’t have neck pain; neck skin wound; malignancy; oral anatomical abnormalities; and any history of neurological disorders, head and neck...
cancer, and difficulties in swallowing. Moreover, because dysphagia is more prevalent among aging adults, they were also clinically assessed using the Oral Pharyngeal and Clinical Swallowing Examination\textsuperscript{42,43} to ensure that their swallowing function is normal. A volunteer was not recruited to participate in the study if he/she reported a history of swallowing problems or other diseases affecting swallowing function, and also if the performed examination indicated swallowing difficulties. Finally, 23 individuals were assigned to the HLE (n=12) or NMES group (n=11) based on a simple randomization method. A reluctance to participate in such a preventive health program (47%) and chronic neck pain (22%) were the most prevalent causes which limit our sample size. The study was approved by the medical research ethics committee of Tehran University of Medical sciences (IR.TUMS.REC.1394.2180) and all participants provided written informed consent. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Description of the therapies

Both treatment groups participated in ten therapy sessions over 2 weeks; five consecutive days per week. The HLE were prescribed for a 6-week period in the literature\textsuperscript{1,4,10,19}. We, however, found that most of the volunteers were not motivated to participate in such a long period of preventive exercise program. Moreover, Easterling et al\textsuperscript{1} showed that about one fourth of healthy older volunteers withdrew from the HLE program, generally in the first 2 weeks. They suggested further studies to determine the necessary minimum duration of the HLE to achieve an improvement in swallowing function.\textsuperscript{1} We therefore chose a 2-week period, as a modified exercise protocol.

The HLE protocol has been well described in previous studies.\textsuperscript{10,19,25} Briefly, the isometric portion of the HLE consists of three sustained 60-second head lifts in the supine position with a 60-second rest period between each trial. This portion is followed by 30 consecutive repetitions of head-lifts without holding (isokinetic part of the HLE). The exercise protocol was performed 3 times in each daily session. Easterling et al\textsuperscript{1} showed that during the first 2 weeks of the HLE program, only 30% and 52% of healthy older adults attained the isometric and isokinetic goals of the exercise, respectively. Therefore we expected that our volunteers might not be able to successfully achieve the goals during 2 weeks. So each participant was instructed about the HLE goals and encouraged to perform the exercise completely. However if he/she was not able to perform the isometric part of the exercise completely, the numbers of seconds for each sustained head lift were recorded in a logbook which had been provided to write down details of exercise performance. They were also allowed to take a brief rest (a few seconds) between the repetitions during the isokinetic part, whenever they needed. Therefore, the participants of this study performed a modified and more flexible form of the HLE protocol.

The subjects in the NMES group received surface electrical stimulation applied to the suprathyroid muscles at rest for 10 daily sessions over 2 weeks. Electrode placement was according to Kim and Han.\textsuperscript{38} Two paired electrodes (self-adhesive SKINTACT Ag/AgCl electrodes, with a diameter of about 10 mm, Leonhard Lang Ltd, Stroud, Gloucestershire, UK) were used to stimulate the muscles bilaterally. The hyoid bone was palpated and the active electrodes were attached to midpoints between the chin and the edges of the hyoid bone. The reference electrodes were placed at midpoints between the chin and the bilateral mandibular angles\textsuperscript{35,38,44,45} (Figure 1). Electrical stimulation was supplied using a dual-channel electrotherapy device (FarMed, Tehran, Iran). Currents with high frequency have been shown to produce stronger contractions and facilitate muscular strength.\textsuperscript{46} Therefore, a pulse rate of 100 Hz with duration of 1 ms (with a duty cycle of 10) was used. In order to increase the participants’ tolerance level, stimulus duration was set at 7 seconds and 8-second resting intervals were given after each stimulus. The intensity of stimulation was adjusted according to the participant’s tolerance. The maximal tolerable intensity, as described by Kim and Han,\textsuperscript{38} was

![Figure 1 Placement of electrodes used for NMES application. Abbreviation: NMES, neuromuscular electrical stimulation.](https://www.dovepress.com/1133-clinical-interventions-in-aging-2019-14)
applied for 15-minutes without any additional exercise. Each participant received three 15-minutes sets of stimulation a day with 5-minute rest intervals given between stimulation sets to avoid muscle fatigue. The stimulus intensity was adjusted for each channel independently.

All therapy sessions in both groups were conducted and supervised by the same speech pathologist. Prior to beginning each therapy session, the participants were asked about the relevant experienced complaints during the last day.

Pre- and post-intervention evaluations
A few days before beginning of sessions and immediately after completing the therapies, surface EMG of the swallowing muscles was performed during water swallow. Activity of supra- and infrahyoid muscle groups during swallowing were simultaneously investigated. The EMG signals were recorded using two pairs of surface silver/silver chloride electrodes. Center to center distance of the electrodes was 20 mm and the signals were passed through a differential amplifier (sampling frequency =1000 Hz, input impedance>10,000,000 ohms, CMRR>96 dB, bandwidth=20–450Hz) (Biometrics Ltd NOS.SX230, Ynysddu, Wales, UK).

The first pair of electrodes was placed beneath the chin midway between the mandible and the hyoid bone, 1 cm from midline to the right. The second pair was placed approximately 2 cm lateral to the thyroid cartilage on the left side of the neck (Figure 2). The reference electrode was attached on the left wrist. Medical adhesive tape was used to increase the electrode-to-skin contact.

The participants sat comfortably on a chair and test instructions were reviewed. After the electrode placement, sEMG data were obtained during three swallow trials, each consisting of 13.5 mL of water. Each trial was performed to the examiner’s command. We chose the volume of 13.5 mL as the mean of normal bolus volume for older adults (ages 61–70 years) based on Vaiman et al. The same volume of water was used for all the trials.

The obtained raw signals were saved and coded for subsequent blind analysis. DataLog PC Software (Version 7.50) was used to obtain the rectified and smoothed EMG signals using the root mean square (RMS) method (with the time constant of 50 ms) (Figure 3). The onset and offset of each swallowing event was determined based on 10% of the peak amplitude as a threshold level. The “onset” of swallow was defined as a point where the EMG trace exceeded the threshold level and the “offset” was determined as the point at which the trace returned to below the threshold level. The mean amplitude, duration, and also latency between onset and peak amplitude within the swallow events were measured from each sEMG channel. The mean amplitude of each swallowing event was normalized to the mean amplitude of a 500 milliseconds period of the baseline before the swallow. All sEMG data were recorded and analyzed by the same rater. For each participant, sEMG measures were averaged from three recorded trials.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical software (version 19.0; SPSS Inc., IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) and statistical significance was set at \( p \leq 0.05 \). The normality of data distribution for all variables was demonstrated by the Shapiro-Wilk’s test and then two-way mixed analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed on the variables. The mean age of participants was compared between the groups using an independent-samples t-test.

Results
Of the 23 enrolled participants, two subjects in the HLE group withdrew from the therapy (one for an obligatory trip, and the other because of neck pain that she believed limited her daily activities). One subject in the NMES group completed therapy and assessments but he is excluded due to the low quality of sEMG signals of both supra- and infrahyoid muscles. Overall, 20 participants (ten HLE, ten electrotherapy), therefore, completed therapy sessions and received both pre- and post-therapy electromyographic studies (Figure 4). The mean age of the participants was 67.35±6.10 years (range: 60–81 years),
and 90% were women. The mean age was not significantly different between the two groups (69.1±6.89 in the HLE group vs 65.6±5.19 in the NMES group, \(p=0.22\)).

During the 2-week period of the HLE, five participants experienced neck muscle soreness and one experienced dizziness. Headache and mild to severe stomachache were also reported, each by two subjects. One participant reported mild pain or discomfort in the chest and one experienced back pain. Participants in the NMES group also reported some complaints. A mild irritation of the skin, globus sensation, and mild mandibular and anterior teeth pain were reported, each by one participant.

For all sEMG measures of the supra- and infrahyoid muscles, the data was normally distributed \((p>0.05)\) and there were homogeneity of variances \((p>0.05)\) and covariances \((p>0.001)\), as assessed by Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances and Box’s M test, respectively. Table 1 demonstrated the sEMG measures of the suprahyoid muscles before and after treatments in both groups. There was no statistically significant interaction between the treatment and time on mean amplitude of the suprahyoid muscles activity, \(F(1, 17) =0.020, p=0.88\). The main effect of time did not show a statistically significant difference in mean of mean amplitude of the suprahyoid muscles activity at the different time points, \(F(1, 17) =0.529, p=0.477\). The main effect of group also showed that there was not a significant difference in mean of this measure between intervention groups \(F(1, 17) =0.707, p=0.412\). Regarding duration of and latency between onset and peak amplitude of the suprahyoid muscles activity, there were statistically significant interactions between the treatment and time, respectively \(F(1, 17) =4.698, p=0.045;\) and \(F(1, 17) =5.376, p=0.033\). At the baseline, there were not significant differences in duration of and latency between onset and peak amplitude of the suprahyoid muscles activity between groups, respectively \(F(1, 17) =0.342, p=0.57;\) and \(F(1, 17) =0.132, p=0.72\). After treatment, significant differences in duration of and latency between onset and peak amplitude of the suprahyoid muscles activity were observed, respectively \(F(1, 17) =9.214, p=0.007;\) and \(F(1, 17) =11.627, p=0.003\). For the HLE group, duration of the suprahyoid muscles activity was significantly reduced at post-intervention compared to pre-intervention, \(F(1, 8) =6.32, p=0.036\). But for the NMES group, duration of the suprahyoid muscles activity was not significantly different between pre- and post-intervention time points, \(F(1, 9) =0.973, p=0.35\). There were not statistically significant effects of time on latency between onset and peak amplitude of the infrahyoid muscles activity for both groups, \(F(1, 8) =3.33, p=0.106\) for the HLE group; and \(F(1, 9) =2.42, p=0.155\) for the NMES group.

The sEMG measures of the infrahyoid muscles before and after treatments in both groups are presented in Table 2. There were no statistically significant interactions between the treatment and time on mean amplitude of, duration of, and latency between onset and peak amplitude of the infrahyoid muscles activity, respectively \(F(1, 17) =0.535,\)
The main effect of time did not show statistically significant differences in these measures at the different time points, respectively F(1, 17) =0.925, p=0.35; F(1, 17) =0.211, p=0.652; and F(1, 17) =0.632, p=0.438. The main effect of group also showed that there were no significant differences in the mean of these measures between intervention groups, respectively F(1, 17) =0.006, p=0.94; F(1, 17) =0.868; and F(1, 17) =0.850, p=0.369.

Discussion

The present study aimed to compare the efficacy of two dysphagia interventions developed to strengthen the suprahyoid muscles. A total of 23 healthy older adults were randomized to one of the two therapy groups: the HLE and the NMES for a 2-week period. The two groups were compared on the electromyographic features of the supra- and infrahyoid muscles during swallowing.

Pain and discomfort was reported by the majority of subjects who performed the HLE, whilst a few subjects in the NMES group reported a few mild complications. Furthermore, in the HLE group one person withdrew from the therapy due to severe neck pain. These findings are in agreement with studies reporting that completing the HLE period is difficult for patients and even for healthy older adults and warning that these difficulties may reduce the clinical feasibility of the HLE.

Our results indicated that none of the therapies changed the mean amplitude of the suprahyoid muscles activity during swallowing. Although the HLE was developed to strengthen the suprahyoid muscles during swallowing, Mishra et al also observed no effects over a 6-week period of the HLE on peak amplitude of the submental muscles activity during swallowing in healthy young adults. In the current study, we used 13.5 mL of water which has been described as the mean of normal bolus volume for the older adults (ages 61–70).

Physiological changes, such as reduced movement velocity, longer duration of the submental, infrahyoid and orbicularis oris activity during swallowing have been...
reported in advanced ages. The results of the current study indicate that a short period of the HLE can decrease duration of the suprahypoid muscles activity during swallowing in the healthy older adults. It means the subjects who performed the HLE could complete the swallow task with the reduced total activity time of the laryngeal elevator muscles. It shows a faster recruitment of the motor units in the suprahypoid muscles, Ding et al and also Ertekin et al showed a strong temporal relationship between laryngeal elevation and the submentals EMG activity during swallowing. Crary et al also found a significant relatively strong correlation between total duration of hyoid movement and the submentals EMG signal (r=0.539). Azola et al also demonstrated that duration of submental muscles activity during Mendelsohn Maneuver is moderately correlated with both duration of maximum hyoid elevation (r=0.423) and with duration of laryngeal vestibule closure (r=0.430). Furthermore, Alfonsi et al who observed a significantly prolonged duration of suprahypoid sEMG activity during swallowing in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) compared to controls, showed a positive correlation between duration of suprahypoid sEMG activity and Penetration-Aspiration Scale scores (PAS). Given the prolongation of duration of suprahypoid sEMG activity in aging and also the reported relationship between the suprahypoid sEMG activity and the events of pharyngeal swallowing, it can probably be concluded that the HLE by decreasing total duration of the suprahypoid sEMG activity has diminished some aging effects on the swallowing physiology. In contrast to the HLE, the NMES could not reduce duration of the suprahypoid muscles activity during swallowing and a significant between-group difference in duration of the suprahypoid muscles activity during swallowing was therefore observed after the different therapies. This finding may be considered in line with the videofluoroscopic findings of Nam et al. They showed that repeated sessions of electrical stimulation on the suprahypoid muscles don’t increase the velocity of hyolaryngeal elevation.

Although neither of the therapies significantly changed the latency between onset and peak amplitude of the suprahypoid muscles activity, this measure after the NMES was significantly longer than after the HLE. A shorter latency between onset and peak amplitude of the suprahypoid muscles activity in subjects doing the HLE compared to those receiving the NMES may indicate that the muscles could reach the maximum level of needed activation in a shorter time.

Swallowing includes coordinated and simultaneous function of different muscle groups. Although the treatments studied here were designed to strengthen the hyolaryngeal elevator muscles, we hypothesized the change in the hyolaryngeal elevators function will affect the hyolaryngeal depressors and so the overall swallowing function. However no significant changes in the sEMG parameters of the infrahypoid muscles activity during swallowing were observed after treatments. One possible explanation for this finding could lie in the short duration of treatments in this study. A 2-week period of strengthening techniques on the suprahypoid muscles may not have been able to change the physiology so much that it affects myoelectrical activity of the other related muscles. Therefore further studies with longer duration of treatments are needed to investigate the infrahypoid muscles’ response to techniques designed for strengthening the hyolaryngeal elevator muscles.

Our study has a number of methodological limitations. Although more than 100 older adults were assessed for eligibility for this study, only a small sample size finally participated and completed the treatments and evaluations. We need therefore to be cautious in interpreting data. The reluctance of elderly subjects to participate in such a preventive health program was the most common reason that led to the small sample size. In addition, our participants performed only a short period of the exercise and most of them were not able to attain the performance goals of the HLE during this period, especially in the isometric portion. However, it’s worth noting that even this short and more flexible protocol of the HLE seems to be able to reduce some age-related changes in swallowing physiology in healthy older adults. Nonetheless, given that the detraining effects have been shown to occur more rapidly than the training effects, further research is needed to evaluate the long-term maintenance of the observed changes following cessation of the exercise. Also considering the short treatment duration in this study, investigating effects of longer periods of performing the studied therapies on the myoelectrical activity of swallowing muscles also merits further research. The results may be different after a longer duration of treatments. In addition, as mentioned before, electromyographic measures of hyolaryngeal muscles were of interest in the current study. However, if biomechanical aspects of swallowing had also been evaluated via videofluoroscopy, we would have reached more comprehensive conclusion regarding comparative effects of the HLE and NMES in the elderly. Also given lack of a control group in the current study and evaluating the electromyographic activity...
during only one bolus consistency and volume, the findings should be interpreted with caution.

Conclusion

Although the short and flexible protocol of the head lift exercise did not affect the mean amplitude of the muscles activity, it did result in a significant decrease in the duration of the suprahypoid muscles activity during water swallowing in healthy older adults. Significant shorter duration and shorter latency between onset and peak amplitude of the suprahypoid muscles activity were also observed in subjects performing the HLE compared to those receiving the NMES. These findings suggest that the HLE may be more effective than the NMES in reducing some aging effects on the suprahypoid muscles activity, especially in elders who demonstrate prolonged duration and latency between onset and peak of the suprahypoid muscles activity during swallowing. However future studies with larger sample sizes, which evaluate different aspects of swallowing function in different bolus volumes and consistencies, may be needed to further confirm these findings. On the other hand, considering difficulties associated with performance of this valuable exercise by the elderly, further studies are needed to modify the HLE protocol to make it easier to perform.
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